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thers a war
with the bloods and crips
it get racial in the streets
im a let off a clip
cause this is for the brown ( pride )
R - A - Z - A
im a show you muthafuckers
how them dodgers play
cause im a rep L.A.
im a rep O.C.
im a rep 805
im a rep S.D.
ese im a keep it g
and smash all them flee's
catch a case in the process
but im known to flee
CHI - TOWN - N.Y.
know them trucks is loaded
ese open up the stash
and slowly unload it
then pack up the cash
in my bitches lexus
do it 20 times over
this a straight out message
you fuck with me
i'll put a hit on your ass
i'll pay 5 of your boys
from your hood to blast
then smoke em
and get my money back
ese flip with my stacks
ese all in the trap
cause im from HARPYS !
by the rolling 20's ( nhb )
muthafuckers know whats up
with that dead end money
and harlem 30's
get burried on denker
cause the big H gang
run shit in the sector
old western
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old english and blocks
ese decorate the hood ( 27st )
at the hangout spots
sling rocks boy
like im slinging ink
ese fuck high cowards
and them soilders in pink
ese muthafuckers shrink
like some 501's
when they hear C - O - N
drove up with guns
i toke a ton ( AZ )
and then i smoke some more
capone e's 2 sisters
became my whores
the H ran a train
then shot them back
with them hairy ass cunts
armpits and backs
on tour
up in every hood ( southern california )
cause when i spit that g
vatos no whats hood
so then i roll through L.A.

and this is what i see
ese territorys deep
full of WEST SIDE g's
with a on going beef
that bring death to the street
wanted dead or alive
whole car got heat ( west side car )
EAST SIDERS
WHITE FENCE and FLATS ( primera & cuatro )
ese EAST L.A. TRECE
V.N.E. got straps
it's like that fool
you cant fuck with that !
cause the gangs in my city
put a whole in your back
TOONERVILLE - FROGTOWN
and the AVENUES
43's and the c's
what you gonna do ?
you better run lil punk
or bust that gun
muthafucker hesitate
and his ass is done
POMONA 12 and BASSET
EMF and PUENTE
AZUZA and LOMAS



in the streets it get hectict
ese NORWALK and CHIVAS
and them PICO VIEJO's
i said the real o.g.'s
know whats up with CONEJO
i stay smashing dog
through them southside blocks
ERNIE G in the cut
4 - 5 in the truck
i gives a fuck
i know you know whats up
with FLORENCE - 38
and all them barrio's in WATTS
COMPTOM VARRIO 7 - O's
LA TRES and FLATS ( cv tortila flats )
RSP and the WILMAS
always been on the map
always been in the trap
slanging that crack
ese cooking the meth
ese cutting the black ( heroin )
them PACOIMA's and BLYTHE
them SAN FER - CANOGA's
them 818 gangs
put your ass in a comma
they rock it all up
and spit a zone at a time
ese ghetto millionares
from just nickels and dimes
F TROOP - DEL HIGH
from the orange county
VERDUGO i.e.
BARRIO LOGAN s.d.
gang wars
you could die from one
but when we in the system
the SUR is one blood !
to all the barrios i didnt mention ' stay the fuck up !
the gangs of l.a. will never die.
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